Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In this study we evaluate optimal cross selection to balance selection and maintenance of genetic diversity in two-part plant breeding programs with rapid recurrent genomic selection. Plant breeding programs that produce inbred lines have two concurrent goals: (1) identifying new varieties or hybrid parents and (2) identifying parents for subsequent breeding cycles. We recently proposed a two-part program that uses genomic selection to separately address these goals (Gaynor et al. [@CR9]; Hickey et al. [@CR16]). The two-part program reorganises conventional program into two distinct components: a product development component that develops and screens inbred lines with established breeding methods and a population improvement component that increases the population mean with rapid cycles of recurrent genomic selection. Simulations showed that the two-part program has a potential to deliver about 2.5 times larger genetic gain compared to a conventional program for the same investment (Gaynor et al. [@CR9]).

The larger genetic gain from the two-part program is primarily driven by rapid recurrent genomic selection in the population improvement component. In a conventional program a cycle of "recurrent" selection may take 4 to 5 years to complete. The two-part program enables rapid recurrent selection with several cycles per year, because population improvement and product development components operate independently of each other. For example, Gaynor et al. ([@CR9]) simulated two cycles of population improvement per year, which reduced cycle time eightfold compared to the conventional program. Cycle time can be decreased even further with intensive use of greenhouses and speed breeding (Christopher et al. [@CR3]; Hickey et al. [@CR17]; Watson et al. [@CR34]). Factoring this potential into the breeder's equation suggests that the large genetic gain in Gaynor et al. ([@CR9]) could be increased even more with more than two cycles per year.

To ensure large genetic gain a population improvement manager must simultaneously consider several factors: most notably number of cycles, size of the population, number of parents, genomic prediction accuracy, maintenance of genetic diversity, and costs. Performing more cycles can increase genetic gain per year, but it also increases costs incurred by genotyping many selection candidates and other operating costs. To control costs the manager is likely to reduce population size with increasing number of cycles. In an unpublished analysis (reproduced in this study), we observed that increasing the number of cycles, above two used in Gaynor et al. ([@CR9]), expectedly increased genetic gain in first years, but eventually led to a lower long-term genetic gain than with two cycles. Inspection of the results indicated that genetic diversity was depleted faster with increased number of cycles.

We hypothesise that to achieve large long-term genetic gain from the two-part program with rapid recurrent genomic selection we need to balance selection and maintenance of genetic diversity. To test this we simulated a two-part program that uses truncation selection or optimal cross selection to manage population improvement germplasm. The optimal cross selection is a combination of optimal contribution selection and cross allocation. The optimal contribution selection optimises contributions of selection candidates to the next generation such that expected benefit and risks are balanced (Woolliams et al. [@CR35]). A common way to achieve this balance is to maximise genetic gain at a predefined rate of population inbreeding (coancestry) through penalising selection of individuals that are too closely related (Wray and Goddard [@CR36]; Meuwissen [@CR25]). This penalisation controls the rate at which genetic diversity is lost due to drift and selection. Well-managed breeding programs balance this loss by maintaining sufficiently large effective population size so that standing genetic diversity and newly generated genetic diversity due to mutation (and possibly migration) sustain long-term genetic gains (Hill [@CR18]). The optimal contribution selection assumes that contributions will be randomly paired, including selfing. An extension that delivers a practical crossing plan is to jointly optimise contributions and cross allocations (Kinghorn et al. [@CR22]; Kinghorn [@CR21]). These methods are established in animal breeding (for a review, see Woolliams et al. ([@CR35])) and are increasingly common in plant breeding (Cowling et al. [@CR5]; Akdemir and Sánchez [@CR1]; De Beukelaer et al. [@CR6]; Lin et al. [@CR23]).

The aim of this study was to evaluate the potential of optimal cross selection to balance selection and maintenance of genetic diversity in a two-part program with rapid recurrent genomic selection. We evaluated the potential with a long-term simulation of conventional and two-part breeding programs. The two-part programs used different number of cycles, different selection methods, and different resources for genomic selection. The results show that optimal cross selection delivered the largest long-term genetic gain under all scenarios. This was achieved by optimising the efficiency of converting genetic diversity into genetic gain with the increasing number of recurrent selection cycles. With four cycles per year optimal cross selection had 15--78% higher genetic gain and 2--4 times higher efficiency than truncation selection.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Breeding programs {#Sec3}
-----------------

We used simulations of entire breeding programs to compare different selection methods under different scenarios. Detailed description of simulated breeding programs and scenarios is available in Supplementary material 1. In summary, we have initiated a virtual wheat breeding program for a polygenic trait and ran it for 20 years (burn-in) with a conventional program based on phenotypic selection. After the burn-in we evaluated different programs under equalised costs for another 20 years. The evaluated programs were: (1) conventional program with phenotypic selection (Conv), (2) conventional program with genomic selection at the preliminary trial stage (ConvP), (3) conventional program with genomic selection at the headrow stage (ConvH), and (4) two-part program with recurrent genomic selection (TwoPart). While the conventional program performs population improvement and product development concurrently, the two-part program splits these two activities into two separate, but connected, components (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The population improvement component is based on rapid recurrent genomic selection to increase population mean, while product development component is based on standard breeding methods (including field trials) to develop inbred lines. A by-product of field trials is a training set of genotyped and phenotyped individuals, which is used to retrain a genomic selection model. Because the two-part program uses rapid cycling, we use doubled-haploid lines to speed up the conventional program and the product development component.Fig. 1Scheme of breeding strategies (the conventional strategy is based on the product development component that implicitly also performs population improvement, while the two-part strategy includes an explicit population improvement component with recurrent selection; the dashed line indicates initialisation of the population improvement component; N1 and N2 correspond to the number of lines in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"})

A challenge with the two-part program is to balance selection and maintenance of genetic diversity in the population improvement. This is particularly challenging with several cycles or recurrent genomic selection, because the breeder needs to handle increasing genotyping costs. Assume that the population improvement component is based on 64 crosses from 32 to 128 parents that give rise to 640 selection candidates. With a fixed genotyping budget, we can implement one cycle of this scheme or several cycles with proportionately reduced numbers, as shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Rapid cycling is appealing in terms of genetic gain, but challenging in terms of maintaining genetic diversity. We have evaluated how these two aspects are balanced with: (1) truncation selection of a small numbers of parents (TwoPartTS), (2) truncation selection of a large number of parents (TwoPartTS+), or (3) optimal cross selection (TwoPartOCS). In the scenario with a small/large number of parents we selected a minimal/maximal possible number of parents for a given number of cycles per year (Min/Max in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). These two-part programs were compared with one to six recurrent selection cycles per year and under constrained or unconstrained costs. With unconstrained costs, the number of crosses was 64 with 640 selection candidates per cycle irrespective of the number of cycles. The scenarios with unconstrained costs are likely unrealistic, but we have included them to demonstrate the potential genetic gain with higher investment and to demonstrate the potential of optimal cross and truncation selection under the different settings.Table 1Per cycle characteristics of the population improvement component by number of recurrent selection cycles per year (number or crosses per cycle, number of selection candidates per cycle, and minimum or maximum number of parents used per cycle)\# Cycles\# Crosses\# Candidates\# ParentsMinMax1646403212823232016643222141244416160832513128826611107622

We repeated the entire simulation ten times and report average and confidence intervals. For simulation of breeding programs and genomic selection we used the AlphaSimR R package (Gaynor et al.) available at [www.alphagenes.roslin.ed.ac.uk/AlphaSimR](http://www.alphagenes.roslin.ed.ac.uk/AlphaSimR). For optimal cross selection, we used the AlphaMate Fortran program (Gorjanc and Hickey [@CR10]) available at [www.alphagenes.roslin.ed.ac.uk/AlphaMate](http://www.alphagenes.roslin.ed.ac.uk/AlphaMate).

Genomic prediction {#Sec4}
------------------

The training data set for genomic prediction was initiated with genotype and phenotype data collected in the last 3 years of the burn-in (3120 lines). The data set was further enlarged every year with new trial phenotype and genotype data (1000 lines). We used the standard ridge regression model with heterogeneous error variance to account for different levels of replication in trials collected at different stages of a breeding program (Endelman [@CR7]).

Optimal cross selection {#Sec5}
-----------------------

Optimal cross selection delivers a crossing plan that maximises genetic gain in the next generation under constraints. Constraints could be: loss of genetic diversity (commonly measured with the rate of coancestry), number of parents, and minimum/maximum number of crosses per parent. For example, in our simulation a parent could contribute from 1 to 4 crosses and crosses had to be made between individuals in male and female pools. We implemented optimal cross selection in the program AlphaMate, which uses evolutionary optimisation algorithm (Storn and Price [@CR32]). Inputs for the program are: (1) a list of selection candidates with breeding values (*a*) and gender pool information, (2) coancestry matrix (***C***), and (3) a specification file with constraints. For breeding values we used genomic predictions. To construct the coancestry matrix we estimated coancestry for each pair of individuals as the proportion of marker alleles that are identical by state: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Comparison {#Sec6}
----------

Programs were compared in terms of genetic gain, genomic prediction accuracy, genetic diversity, and efficiency of converting genetic diversity into genetic gain. To enable comparison between conventional and two-part programs we report the metrics on doubled-haploid lines, prior to headrow selection (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In the two-part program there are two sets of doubled-haploid lines (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which we summarised jointly. We also report the metrics on selection candidates of the population improvement component in Supplementary material 2.

We measured genetic gain as average true genetic values that were standardised to mean zero and unit standard deviation in year 20. We measured accuracy of genomic prediction by correlation between predicted and true genetic values.

We measured genetic diversity with genetic standard deviation, genic standard deviation, number of times population ran out of genetic diversity as measured by marker genotypes, and effective population size. We calculated genetic standard deviation as standard deviation of standardised true genetic values. We calculated genic standard deviation as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec7}
=======

Overall the results show that the two-part program with optimal cross selection delivered the largest long-term genetic gain and that this gain increased with the increasing number of recurrent selection cycles per year. This was achieved by optimising efficiency of converting genetic diversity into genetic gain, which the two-part program with truncation selection cannot achieve. The extra efficiency from the optimisation was due to the reduced loss of genetic diversity and the reduced drop of genomic prediction accuracy with the increasing number of recurrent selection cycles. With four cycles per year optimal cross selection had 15--78% higher genetic gain and 2--4 times higher efficiency than truncation selection.

In the following we structure the results in four parts. First, we present the effect of the number of cycles of recurrent selection on long-term genetic gain and efficiency of the two-part programs. Second, we present the 20-year trajectory of breeding programs through the plane of genetic mean and genic standard deviation. Third, we present the change of genomic prediction accuracy over time. Fourth, we present the relationship between realised effective population size and long-term genetic gain and efficiency. The two-part program results in the second, third, and fourth sections of the results are presented only for four cycles of recurrent selection per year. Unless specified explicitly, the results for the two-part program with optimal cross selection are given for penalty degrees that gave the highest long-term genetic gain.

Effect of the number of cycles on long-term genetic gain {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------------------

Optimal cross selection delivered the highest long-term genetic gains. The gain increased with the increased number of cycles of recurrent selection irrespective of cost constraints. This is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, which plots genetic mean after 20 years of selection against the number of cycles of recurrent selection per year in the two-part program. For comparison genetic gain of conventional programs is also shown. The conventional program with phenotypic selection had the smallest genetic gain (5.7), followed by the two conventional programs with genomic selection (8.2 and 10.5). The two-part programs had generally larger genetic gains than conventional programs, but they varied considerably, and there were interactions between selection method, number of cycles of recurrent selection per year, and cost constraints.Fig. 2Genetic mean of doubled-haploid lines after 20 years of selection against the number of recurrent selection cycles per year in the two-part program by selection method and cost constraints (mean and 95% confidence interval). Conventional programs did not use recurrent selection, but are shown for comparison. Labels denote average penalty degree of optimum cross selection that delivered the highest long-term gain

Under constrained costs optimal cross selection delivered the highest long-term genetic gain, which increased with the increasing number of cycles: 11.5 with one cycle, 14.5 with two cycles, 15.5 with four cycles, and 16.1 with six cycles. To achieve increased genetic gain with the increasing number of cycles, penalty degrees had to increase as well: on average, 14° with one cycle, 24° with two cycles, 40° with four cycles, and 49° with six cycles. Genetic gain with truncation selection of a large number of parents initially increased with increasing number of cycles (up to 14.1 with three cycles per year), but then decreased. With six cycles per year it reached a level comparable to what it achieved with just one cycle per year, which was also a comparable level of genetic gain to that achieved by the conventional program with genomic selection in headrows. Genetic gain with truncation selection of a small number of parents increased from one to two cycles per year (from 11.5 to 12.8) and decreased thereafter. With six cycles per year this method had almost as low genetic gain as the conventional program with phenotypic selection.

Under unconstrained costs truncation selection of a large number of parents and optimal cross selection delivered the largest long-term genetic gains and this increased with increasing number of cycles: 11.5 with one cycle, 15.0 with two cycles, 18.2 with four cycles, and 19.6 with six cycles. To achieve these genetic gains penalty degrees had to increase, but less than under constrained costs. Truncation selection of a small number of parents again increased genetic gain only when number of cycles was increased from one to two and gradually decreased with additional cycles, but at slower rate than under constrained costs.

Effect of the number of cycles on efficiency {#Sec9}
--------------------------------------------

Optimal cross selection had the highest efficiency of converting genetic diversity into genetic gain amongst the two-part programs. This is shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, which plots efficiency against the number of recurrent selection cycles per year in the two-part program. For comparison efficiency of conventional programs is also shown. These had an efficiency of 66.1 for the conventional program with phenotypic selection, 46.8 for the conventional program with genomic selection in preliminary trials, and 31.5 for the conventional program with genomic selection in headrows. Efficiency of the two-part programs interacted with the selection method, number of recurrent selection cycles per year, and cost constraints.Fig. 3Efficiency against the number of recurrent selection cycles per year in the two-part program by selection method and cost constraints (mean and 95% confidence interval). Conventional programs did not use recurrent selection, but are shown for comparison. Labels denote average penalty degree of optimum cross selection that delivered the highest long-term gain

Under constrained costs optimal cross selection had the highest efficiency of two-part programs: 48.2 with one cycle and around 40.0 with more than one cycle. Truncation selection of a large number of parents had an efficiency of 39.0 with one cycle, which decreased down to 9.9 with six cycles. Truncation selection of a small number of parents had an efficiency of 26.6 with one cycle, which decreased to 10.0 already with three cycles.

Under unconstrained costs optimal cross selection had the highest efficiency of the two-part programs. It also maintained comparable level of efficiency to the conventional program with genomic selection in preliminary trials irrespective of the number of cycles. Efficiency of the truncation selection of a large and small number of parents decreased with the increasing number of cycles, but less than with constrained costs.

Gain-diversity trajectory {#Sec10}
-------------------------

The two-part program with optimal cross selection delivered the largest genetic gain of all breeding programs and conserved the most genetic diversity of the two-part programs. This is shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, which plots the 20-year trajectory of evaluated breeding programs through the plane of genetic mean and genic standard deviation. The two-part programs were run with four cycles of recurrent selection. Separate trends of genetic mean, genic standard deviation, and genetic standard deviation against year are available in Supplementary material 3 (Fig S2.1, Fig S2.2, and Fig S2.3). The slope of change in genetic mean on change in genic standard deviation quantifies the efficiency of converting genetic diversity into genetic gain.Fig. 4Change of genetic mean and genic standard deviation of doubled-haploid lines over years of selection by breeding program and cost constraints. Individual replicates are shown by thin lines and a mean regression with a time-trend arrow. The two-part programs used four recurrent selection cycles per year

The two-part program with optimal cross selection had the best balance between the genetic gain achieved and genetic diversity lost irrespective of cost constraints. With four cycles of recurrent selection per year it achieved a genetic gain of 15.5 for a loss of 0.38 units of genic standard deviation (an efficiency factor of 41) under constrained costs and a genetic gain of 18.2 for a loss of 0.37 units of genic standard deviation (an efficiency factor of 49) under unconstrained costs. This efficiency was comparable to efficiency of the conventional program with genomic selection in preliminary trials, but with about two times larger genetic gain. The conventional program with phenotypic selection had larger efficiency (66), but about 2.5 times lower genetic gain. The two-part programs with truncation selection had a worse balance between genetic gain achieved and genetic diversity lost in particular when a small number of parents were used.

Accuracy of genomic prediction {#Sec11}
------------------------------

Optimal cross selection maintained accuracy of genomic prediction better than truncation selection. This is shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, which plots accuracy of genomic prediction in doubled-haploid lines (top) and population improvement component (bottom) over 20 years. The two-part programs were run with four cycles of recurrent selection. The conventional programs with genomic selection had slowly increasing accuracy over the years due to increasing genomic selection training set. The two-part programs had nominally higher accuracy than conventional programs due to breeding program structure, i.e. double-haploid lines originated from the population improvement component and the product development component. This structure caused a rapid initial increase in accuracies as the two-part programs started. However, soon after the initial increase, accuracies started to decrease under constrained costs, in particular for the truncation selection of a small number of parents, while optimal cross selection and truncation selection of a large number of parents maintained accuracy. Under unconstrained costs, accuracies decreased only with truncation selection of a small number of parents, while optimal cross selection maintained nominally higher accuracy than truncation selection of a large number of parents.Fig. 5Accuracy of genomic prediction in doubled-haploid lines (top) and population improvement component (bottom) over 20 years of selection by breeding program and cost constraints (mean and 95% confidence interval). The two-part programs used four recurrent selection cycles per year

Accuracies were lower in the population improvement component due to absence of breeding program structure. They were also more dynamic due to several cycles of recurrent selection per year and only one retraining of genomic selection model per year with newly added training data from the product development component. Optimum cross selection maintained higher accuracy than truncation selection with much less variability than truncation selection, in particular under constrained costs.

Relationship with effective population size {#Sec12}
-------------------------------------------

The realised effective population size of different breeding programs was nonlinearly related to genetic gain achieved in 20 years and linearly related to efficiency. This is shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, which plots both genetic mean after 20 years of selection and efficiency against realised effective population size. The two-part programs were run with four cycles of recurrent selection. Genetic mean increased sharply with increasing effective population size up to around 10 and decreased thereafter. Efficiency increased linearly with effective population size over all breeding programs as well as within programs. The conventional programs had on average an effective population size of 60.5 with phenotypic selection, 27.8 with genomic selection in preliminary trials, and 14.2 with genomic selection in headrows. The two-part programs with truncation selection had small effective population sizes: 2.6 with a small number of parents under constrained costs and 3.5 under unconstrained costs and 3.6 with a large number of parents under constrained costs and 7.2 under unconstrained costs. The two-part program with optimal cross selection had a large range of effective population sizes as controlled by penalty degrees. Largest genetic gain with optimal cross selection under constrained (unconstrained) costs was achieved with 40° (25°), which resulted in effective population size of 10.8 (11.3).Fig. 6Genetic mean after 20 years of selection and efficiency against realised effective population size by breeding program and cost constraints. The two-part programs used four recurrent selection cycles per year. Results for the optimal cross selection are shown for all evaluated penalty degrees (1°, 5°, 10°, ..., 85°)

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

The results show that the two-part program with optimal cross selection delivered the largest long-term genetic gain by optimising efficiency of converting genetic diversity into genetic gain. This highlights five topics for discussion, specifically: (1) balance between selection and maintenance of genetic diversity, (2) maintenance of genomic prediction accuracy, (3) effective population size and long-term genetic gain, (4) practical implementation in self-pollinating crops, and (5) open questions.

Balance between selection and maintenance of genetic diversity {#Sec14}
--------------------------------------------------------------

This study is an extension of our previous study (Gaynor et al. [@CR9]), where we proposed a two-part breeding program for implementation of recurrent genomic selection. The key component in the two-part program is population improvement, which uses one or more cycles of recurrent genomic selection per year to rapidly increase the population mean. This improved germplasm is in turn used as parents of crosses in the product development component from which new lines are developed. Specifically, we created DH lines from the improved germplasm and potentially used them as parents after the headrow stage. Our previous study (Gaynor et al. [@CR9]) assumed two cycles of population improvement per year, which delivered about 2.5 times more genetic gain than the conventional program with phenotypic selection. The main driver of this genetic gain is shortening of the breeding cycle with genomic selection, and there is scope for even shorter breeding cycle time by more aggressive use of greenhouses and speed breeding in the population improvement part (Christopher et al. [@CR3]; Hickey et al. [@CR17]; Watson et al. [@CR34]).

In the present study we show that a more aggressive implementation of the two-part program, achieved through even shorter breeding cycle times, must manage the exploitation of genetic diversity. Preliminary analyses following the Gaynor et al. ([@CR9]) study indicated that increasing the number of cycles above two delivered larger genetic gain in short term, but not in long term. This is due to the requirement to decrease the per-generation population size to maintain equal operating cost, which results in faster depletion of genetic diversity. A simple method to avoid fast depletion of genetic diversity is to use a sufficiently large number of parents with equalised contributions (Wright [@CR37]). The present study assessed this simple method by comparing truncation selection of a small and a large number of parents. Increasing the number of parents delivered competitive genetic gain, but only up to three recurrent selection cycles per year.

The two-part program with optimal cross selection can deliver higher long-term genetic gain than with truncation selection by optimising the efficiency of turning genetic diversity into genetic gain. While truncation selection of a large number of parents was successful in delivering higher long-term genetic gain than truncation selection of a small number of parents, it still rapidly reduced genetic diversity, which limited long-term genetic gain. This was particularly evident under constrained costs, but would also have eventually happened under unconstrained costs. Optimal cross selection was able to overcome rapid loss of genetic diversity through penalising the selection of parents that were too related, which in turn enabled larger long-term genetic gain. These two results combined show that optimal cross selection optimises the efficiency of converting genetic diversity into genetic gain than truncation selection.

It was interesting to observe that the two-part program with optimal cross selection in population improvement had comparable efficiency to the conventional program with genomic selection in preliminary trials, yet it had about double the genetic gain. A further interesting observation was that the conventional program with phenotypic selection had the highest efficiency of turning genetic diversity into genetic gain. Both of these observations are in line with the selection theory. Namely, long-term genetic gain is a function of how well the within-family component of a breeding value, i.e. the Mendelian sampling term, is estimated (see Woolliams et al. [@CR35] and references therein). The conventional program with phenotypic evaluation or genomic selection in preliminary trials provides high accuracy of the Mendelian sampling term. However, the high efficiency of these two conventional programs was not due to a large genetic gain, but instead due to a small loss of genetic diversity for the genetic gain that was achieved. The two-part program achieved higher genetic gain, because it had much shorter breeding cycle than the conventional programs despite lower accuracy of the Mendelian sampling term.

Optimal cross selection provides further advantages than just balance between selection and maintenance of genetic diversity. Comparison of optimal cross selection against truncation selection is in a sense extreme, because breeders do not perform truncation selection blindly. In practice breeders balance selection of parents from several crosses to maintain genetic diversity. However, the systematic, yet practical, approach of optimal cross selection formalises breeding actions and indicates decisions that a breeder might not consider.

Use of a tool like optimal cross selection is important in the two-part program, because managing outbred germplasm in the population improvement component is different to managing germplasm of inbred lines. In particular, differences between the outbred genotypes are less pronounced and there is very limited amount of phenotypic data, if any, that breeders would use for selection and crossing amongst them. An example that shows the flexibility of the optimal cross selection is the observed trend of cyclical deviations in genetic mean and genic standard deviation in the population improvement component (Figs. S2.1 and S2.2). Those deviations were due to using some parents from the product development component in an optimised crossing plan for the population improvement component. Although these parents had lower genetic merit than the best population improvement candidates, they had sufficiently high merit and low coancestry with them. Optimal cross selection automatically exploited this situation to balance selection and maintenance of genetic diversity. The pattern of deviations is cyclical because we designed the simulation such that product development lines were considered for use in the population improvement component only once a year. There is, however, no reason for this limitation; i.e. optimal cross selection can design crossing plans that utilise any set of individuals at any time.

Finding a balance between selection and maintenance of genetic diversity is challenging, but the presented method provides an intuitive and practical approach. Since breeding programs compete for market share, they have to select intensively, sometimes also at the expense of genetic diversity. While breeders can boost genetic diversity by integrating other germplasm, this can be challenging for various reasons including cost. Therefore, methods to optimise efficiency of converting genetic diversity into genetic gain are desired. The approach with penalty degrees used in this study, due to Kinghorn ([@CR21]), is intuitive and practical. Namely, setting penalty degrees to 45° weighs selection and maintenance of genetic diversity equally, while setting penalty degrees to 0° ignores maintenance of genetic diversity, which is equivalent to truncation selection. Clearly, breeding programs are interested in small penalty degrees. However, as the results show, this depends on the factors such as population size. Under constrained costs the optimal degrees that maximised genetic gain over 20 years of selection were about 15° with one cycle of 640 selection candidates, about 25° with two cycles of 320 selection candidates per cycle, up to 45° with six cycles of 107 selection candidates per cycle.

Maintenance of genomic prediction accuracy {#Sec15}
------------------------------------------

The efficacy of two-part program depends crucially on the level of genomic prediction accuracy in the population improvement part. In this study the initial training set for genomic selection consisted of 3120 genotypes with associated yield trial data collected in the product development component. This set was expanded every year by adding 1000 new genotypes with trial data, which in general ensured a high level of genomic prediction accuracy for the both conventional and two-part programs. Note that the accuracy did not increase indefinitely due to the increasing training set, because of the changing population over time. Further, this training set was not sufficient to maintain accuracy over the 20 years when truncation selection with a small number of parents was used, in particular under constrained costs. The failure to maintain accuracy in that case can be attributed to the too rapidly increasing genetic distance (drift) between training and prediction sets, which is a well-known property of genomic selection (Pszczola et al. [@CR28]; Clark et al. [@CR4]; Hickey et al. [@CR14]; Scutari et al. [@CR31]; Michel et al. [@CR26]).

Proper management of genetic diversity constrained drift between product development and population improvement components. Constraining drift in turn reduced drop of genomic prediction accuracy in cycles of population improvement that had not had genomic selection model retrained. This was partially achieved with truncation selection of a larger numbers of parents, but optimal cross selection reduced the drop of accuracy even further. Similarly, Eynard et al. ([@CR8]) also found that optimal contribution selection provided a good balance between maintaining genetic gain, genetic diversity, and accuracy in a breeding program with recurrent genomic selection.

Effective population size and long-term genetic gain {#Sec16}
----------------------------------------------------

In this study we compared different breeding programs over a 20-year period and referred to these results as long term. While 20 years is a long-term period from the practical perspective of a breeder, it is not long term from population/quantitative genetics perspective. This is evident from observed strong nonlinear relationship between effective population size and genetic gain after 20 years. Namely, the theory predicts a positive linear relationship between effective population size and long-term response to selection for a polygenic trait (Robertson [@CR30]), even in the presence of epistasis (Paixão and Barton [@CR27]). Therefore, the observed highest genetic gain with effective population size of about 10 suggests that the evaluated period is rather short to medium term. The efficiency had on the other hand a positive linear relationship with effective population size, suggesting that this metric gives a better indication of the true long-term genetic gain. In fact, efficiency measures how much genetic gain (in units of initial genetic standard deviation) can be achieved by exhausting all genetic diversity. The two-part programs with optimal cross selection can be set up such that it delivers either the highest genetic gain after 20 years of selection or the highest efficiency (true long-term genetic gain), though the balance between selection and maintenance of genetic diversity has to be different for the two objectives. Given that breeding programs compete for market share, the hope is that tools like optimal cross selection help breeders to balance intensive selection and maintenance of genetic diversity, while mutation generates new genetic diversity to sustain long-term breeding.

Practical implementation in self-pollinating crops {#Sec17}
--------------------------------------------------

This study assumed a breeding program that can perform several breeding cycles per year. Following our previous work (Gaynor et al. [@CR9]), we simulated breeding program of a self-pollinating crop such as wheat. While speed breeding protocols are continually improved (e.g. Christopher et al. [@CR3]; Hickey et al. [@CR17]; Watson et al. [@CR34]), the explored number of cycles per year (from one to six) should be put into a context of a particular crop. For example, speed breeding has achieved six cycles per year in spring wheat, but the number of cycles in winter wheat would be less due to the requirement for vernalisation. Logistical barriers relating to genotyping may further limit the number of achievable cycles per year.

An additional assumption was that the population improvement component can be easily implemented. Our previous study assumed the use of a hybridising agent to induce male sterility and open pollination with pollen from untreated plants (Gaynor et al. [@CR9]). Optimal contribution selection without cross allocation (Meuwissen [@CR25]) might be applied in such a system by using pollen from different individuals that is proportional to their optimised contributions. Here we opted for a manual crossing system based on either truncation selection or optimal cross selection of parents to develop a method that can be used with both approaches. Whichever approach we use, recurrent genomic selection is constrained by the amount of seed per plant, because this imposes a limit on selection intensity. A way to bypass this limit is to increase the amount of seed with selfing. In the context of genomic selection this has been termed as the Cross-Self-Select method in comparison with the Cross-Select method used on F~1~ seed (Bernardo [@CR2]). We have compared these two methods (see Supplementary material 3) and observed that exposing more genetic diversity with the Cross-Self-Select method enabled higher long-term genetic gain at comparable costs and time than with the Cross-Select method, while the genetic diversity trends were comparable. The difference in long-term genetic gain between the two methods was about 10% for optimal cross selection and truncation selection of a large number of parents and about 25% for truncation selection of a small number of parents. This is expected, because genetic diversity was limiting with the latter program and exposing more genetic diversity through selfing had a bigger effect. It is up to a breeder to choose between exploiting a larger number of cycles with the Cross-Select method or a larger variance with the Cross-Self-Select method. Costs can be challenging when genotyping a large number of candidates with the Cross-Self-Select method, though this can be mitigated by imputation and/or genotyping-by-sequencing (Hickey et al. [@CR15]; Jacobson et al. [@CR19]; Gorjanc et al. [@CR11], [@CR12]).

Open questions {#Sec18}
--------------

While the presented two-part program with optimal cross selection delivered larger long-term genetic gain and a more efficient breeding program, there is room for further improvement. We initially expected larger difference in long-term genetic gain between optimal cross selection and truncation selection. There are at least two reasons for small difference between the two selection methods. First, the simulation encompassed a whole breeding program with a sizeable initial genetic variance that did not limit selection for the first few years, which means that maintenance of genetic diversity was not important initially. Had we extended the simulation period, the difference would have been larger, but even further removed from today. That said, it is unknown where on the trajectory of exhausting genetic variance many breeding programs actually are. Perhaps they are as we simulated or perhaps they are less or further along the trajectory. Secondly, it is unclear how to optimally maintain genetic diversity, specifically which genetic diversity should be preserved and which discarded. In this study we operationally measured genetic diversity in the optimal cross selection with the identity-by-state-based coancestry, which measures genome-wide diversity, but is agnostic to traits under selection. Perhaps coancestry should include information about which alleles are more desired so that focus is on avoiding the loss of these alleles and not any alleles. This is a subject of our future research.

An open question is the importance of non-additive genetic variance. We have simulated an additive model, albeit with a large number of causal loci. Inclusion of non-additive effects would make the simulation model more realistic, but it is unclear how to model these effects in a realistic and practical way. Non-additive effects would likely reduce prediction accuracy. However, even with the additive model and a sizeable training set we have observed a strong reduction in prediction accuracy for the population improvement component when predictions were based on the non-updated genomic selection model. This reduced accuracy confirms that even under the additive model genetic relationships between training and prediction individuals play an important role in addition to linkage between causal and marker loci (Habier et al. [@CR13]; Jannink et al. [@CR20]; Hickey et al. [@CR14]). Non-additive effects are likely to make this dependency even stronger. A positive observation in relation to this is that optimal cross selection constrained loss of genetic diversity in the rapidly cycling population improvement component based on genomic predictions (Figs. S2.2 and S2.3). This implies that optimal cross selection constrained the drift between training set (product development component) and prediction set (population improvement component) under the simulated additive model, which would likely be even more beneficial in the case of significant non-additive effects.

A related open question is the level of genomic prediction accuracies observed in this study compared to empirical studies (e.g. Michel et al. [@CR26]). An additional reason to non-additive genetic effects is also genotype-by-environment and genotype-by-year effects that we did not include in this study. In our previous study (Gaynor et al. [@CR9]) we included these additional effects and found that while the overall level of accuracies dropped, the comparison between different breeding schemes gave similar conclusions.

Conclusions {#Sec19}
===========

We evaluated the use of optimal cross selection to balance selection and maintenance of genetic diversity in a two-part plant breeding program with rapid recurrent genomic selection. The optimal cross selection delivered higher long-term genetic gain than truncation selection. It achieved this by optimising efficiency of converting genetic diversity into genetic gain through reducing the loss of genetic diversity and reducing the drop of genomic prediction accuracy with rapid cycling. With four cycles per year optimal cross selection had 15--78% higher genetic gain and 2--4 times higher efficiency than truncation selection. Our results suggest that breeders should consider the use of optimal cross selection to assist in optimally managing the maintenance and exploitation of their germplasm.
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